THE SECRET COMPONENTS
OF SUCCESSFUL GROWTH
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Karl Haslinger, a chemical engineer from South Carolina, decided
to apply his skills and passion to something he had always
dreamed of: building homes. He started with a single custom
home, and since then has grown the company exponentially –
2016 was the best year ever for Essex Homes. They closed 630
homes with an average $300K price tag, adding up to recordbreaking revenues of $192 million. Since 2000, growth has
averaged over 15% year over year, and Essex is well on their way
to meeting their 2017 goal of 700 homes.
The growth doesn’t stop there. Essex Homes has grown to two
divisions and 160 employees in the Carolinas, and are now expanding
into Greenville, SC and Ocean Isle, NC and into Georgia via Augusta.
Their success hasn’t gone unnoticed. Today, Essex Homes is #72

production builder on the Builder Magazine Top 200 Builders, with a
goal of breaking the top 50 in the next couple of years.

WHAT MAKES ESSEX HOMES DIFFERENT?

One simple promise: always provide quality and value. To deliver this
promise, Essex Homes has built strong, connected departments with
knowledgable, committed staff, and systems that support business
processes and communication.

#72

on the Builder Magazine
Top 200 Builders

To provide quality and value to every customer, Essex Homes requires
a deep understanding of their buyers’ needs across all product lines
– and to deliver. Essex offers a remarkable range of over 100 floor plans,
where most production builders offer fewer than 10. Essex offers
three lines of homes: Premier Essex and Executive. The Premier
line of budget-conscious homes was introduced by Karl during a
weak economic cycle, and has been the company’s best seller ever
since. Even in entry-level homes, buyers can expect hardwood in
the living room and stainless steel appliances in the kitchen, among
countless other options, finishes that are almost unheard of in nonpremium builds. Essex strives to raise the bar of available features far
above their competition. That is the Essex promise.
Essex Homes doesn’t just build quality homes: they build trust. Essex
has committed themselves to people and technology, with a strong
team that’s connected, committed and knowledgeable – prerequisites
for delivering their promise to hundreds of customers each year. As the
company grows, this commitment grows with them.
“I believe in people and I believe in technology,” says Karl. “Great
technology enables great people to do amazing work. The importance
of good communication between people is absolutely critical – one
hand must be talking to the other all the time for the big picture to
work, and that’s where technology comes in. Technology enables
relationships, and relationships are what this company is all about.”

ESSEX HOMES: A SUCCESSFUL FORMULA

Karl runs his company with this successful formula: a strict process
with knowledgeable people working together through effective
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technology. With a thorough understanding of Essex customers,
and with the right people and the right technology in place, the
Essex team delivers the quality, value and high-touch customer
service that attract buyers year after year.

A strict process with knowledgeable people working
together through effective technology.
Strong, real-time connections between departments allow for a
seamless customer experience: from initial website visit to final
closing and move-in. When a potential buyer visits the website, a real
person – Bonnie! – is there to answer questions via webchat. Leads
from the site are passed immediately to sales, to help buyers finalize
their option selections with a visit to the design center. Each option
impacts purchase orders and schedules – tight integration between
construction, trades, and back office allows for changes to be easily
communicated across teams. Strict pre-delivery inspections ensure
that the final product meets the strict quality criteria.

Essex Homes was the first builder in the Carolinas
to offer options selections via a design center.
A strong technology platform is crucial to making this interconnected
delivery work seamlessly – especially for a rapidly growing enterprise
looking to expand further every year.
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Delivering their promise to a growing customer base requires technology
that can handle volume while connecting processes and departments
together – without fail. Offering a large number of options increases
costs and the potential for waste. To ensure efficiency and cost savings,
process and discrepancies must be strictly controlled, and information
must cross departments automatically and without effort.

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME FOR CHANGE?

As growth began to accelerate, it became clear to Karl that the
technology platform running their operations could not accommodate
communication at this level. Technology was hindering their growth.
Multiple patched-together systems required manual data entry,
causing duplication of efforts and data entry. Upgrades to one system
would cause problems in others. Communication across teams was
delayed and inefficient.

“We needed a solution we could trust to do everything we need
it to do,” says Patrick. “There was a lot of frustration around the
old platform. Our team was wasting time having to rekey data
into multiple places, which made it hard to keep consistent. We
needed a solid platform we could trust and grow with.”

The lack of flow from sales contract to construction was slowing
down the process. Purchase orders weren’t being generated correctly
and schedules were not being updated in real time; integration
required pushing rather than pulling, which made scheduling trades a
challenge. Reports were inaccurate. Quality checks were failing – a big
change was needed in order to continue delivering the Essex promise
of quality and value.
Karl knew he needed technology that would enable business
instead of slowing it down, and started looking for a solution that
could help them communicate better, schedule smarter and build
greater efficiency. Essex needed a system that would allow them
to grow from building hundreds of homes to building thousands.

His approach to finding a new platform was like his approach
to homebuilding: don’t cut corners, and put in the hard work
necessary to find the right partner. His team did a tremendous
amount of research to find the right fit. Patrick Bukszar, Director
of Construction, was appointed search lead for the new software.

“Our team was wasting time having to rekey data into multiple
places…” Patrick Bukzar, Director of Construction Services
After witnessing the capabilities of NEWSTAR Enterprise software,
the Essex team attended Constellation’s customer conference
to complete the due diligence. They learned about the system’s
robust capabilities, data focus and fully integrated setup. They
met with dozens of similar builders who were already using the
platform, and heard how the software enabled those builders
to work cohesively and efficiently in real time. The conference
confirmed hopes – NEWSTAR was the solution to deliver the Essex
Homes promise.
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Karl committed the necessary time and resources to the
implementation, offering full executive commitment to the
project. Overall, implementation went smoothly; the only delay
occurred due to a limitation in the old system that prevented data
transfer. Not only was it successful, it came in below budget, and
apart from the delay in transferring data, came in on time.
With NEWSTAR Enterprise, communication is seamless across
departments and trades. Schedules are updated in real time
and available to all employees, ensuring minimal waste and
maximum efficiency. NEWSTAR Workflow automatically sends
emails to specific people along the way. For instance, when the
contract is signed, it notifies the homeowner, the accounting
department, the salesperson, the construction superintendent,
and all affected trades, so everyone is on the same page at the
same time. Or when the foundation has been poured, NEWSTAR
notifies the superintendent and the framing contractor to begin
their work – and notifies the homeowner, to keep them in the loop
on where their home is in the building process.

ESSEX HOMES DELIVERS QUALITY AND VALUE
THROUGH THE BUILD CYCLE:

1. A potential homebuyer visits the website, where they can chat with
Bonnie to help navigate the available plans. NEWSTAR Sitemap
displays real-time availability and pricing of specific models
and lots. From there, NEWSTAR Webleads captures the buyer’s
information and passes it on to sales, who invites them to visit the
model home, select a lot and sign the contract.

2. At the design studio, the buyer selects options and upgrades,
customizing their new home. The addendum is signed and
NEWSTAR generates the sales contract and runs the lot-start
process. Selected options are automatically available on both the
sales and construction views of the system in real time.
3.

With the model and options finalized, NEWSTAR generates and
distributes purchase orders and automatically distributes to
trades, creating a job schedule for the construction team. For
Essex, this is vital – with so many models and options, automating
and streamlining this process has saved significant time and
money, and strengthened their relationships with trades.

4.

After tasks have been completed, Essex Superintendents
complete the detailed NEWSTAR Construction Manager checklist
to ensure each task has been done to Essex’s quality standards.
For example, “Drywall Complete” is not a single item. The
Superintendent must check that each tradesperson completed
specific tasks – for example: All surfaces sanded smooth? All
Outlet holes cut out? Once the list is complete and reviewed,
the Superintendent checks off that the task is complete which
automatically approves payment to the trade.

5. Finally, NEWSTAR runs all the necessary accounting functions
for closing. With integration from sale to close, fixed and variable
costs are allocated across divisions, communities and lots down
the cent.

NEWSTAR & ESSEX: 2016 IS THE BEST YEAR EVER
With NEWSTAR, the Essex team no longer feels their technology
is holding them back. Quite the opposite: NEWSTAR makes it
dramatically easier to get things done – and done right.
When communication flows smoothly, it’s easier for people to do
their jobs. Automation takes care of purchase orders, notifications,
payments, and more. With one-time setup, NEWSTAR uses
information everywhere, without the need for manual input. It
makes every single part of the homebuilding process better.
“We finally have everyone speaking the same language,” says Karl. “The
system makes it so much easier to have everyone coordinated and
working towards the same goal. Having technology that allows us to do
what we want makes it easier to build the way we want. Customers can
depend on us because we can depend on our technology.”

“Customers can depend on us because we can depend
on our technology.” - Karl Haslinger, CEO
It’s no coincidence that 2016 has been Essex Homes’ best year to date; after
implementing NEWSTAR early in the year, the team has added significant
efficiencies to their process, with further efficiencies yet to be realized.
So what’s next for Essex Homes? With full control of their business
operations, they have achieved their 15% growth goal for the year,
and in the future, the sky is the limit!
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